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Abstract: Let  VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph and let  ix  and jx  be any two vertices of VAG , .  If   

)()(),( jeiejie xxxx    for each parameter  Ae  and )()( , iG xd
VA

 )()( , jG xd
VA

 then we say 

that  ix  strongly dominates jx  in VAG , . Similarly if )()(),( jeiejie xxxx    for each parameter  

Ae  and )()( , iG xd
VA

 )()( , jG xd
VA

,then we say that  ix  weakly dominates jx  in VAG , . A subset  S  of 

V  is said to be a strong(weak) fuzzy soft  dominating set if for every vertex in SV  is strongly (weakly) 

dominated by at least one vertex in .S The minimum cardinality of a minimal strong(weak) fuzzy soft  

dominating set is called strong (weak) fuzzy soft domination number and is denoted by 

 .)()( ,, VAwfsVAsfs GG 
 

  

Key words:- Strong (weak)  fuzzy soft domination , Strong (weak) fuzzy soft domination number, independent 

domination, independent domination number independent strong(weak)fuzzy soft domination and independent 

strong(weak) fuzzy soft domination number. 

 

 

I. Introduction 

The concept of domination in fuzzy graphs was first introduced by A Somasundaram and S Somasundaram [10]. 

The notion of fuzzy soft graphs and some operations in fuzzy soft graphs was introduced by Sumit  Mohinta and 

Samanta[9] . Muhammed Akram and Saira Nawas[8] introduced different types of fuzzy soft graphs and their 

properties. Several authors were discussed Strong (weak) domination  and independent domination in fuzzy 

graphs in different ways[5] &[6].  

In this paper we introduce the concepts of strong (weak) domination in fuzzy soft graphs , strong (weak) 

domination number, independent fuzzy soft domination, independent fuzzy soft domination number, independent 

strong (weak) fuzzy soft domination, independent strong (weak) fuzzy soft domination number. 

 

II. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1[7] Let G be a graph with V  be the set of all vertices and E  be the set of all edges. If there exist 

two functions  1,0: V  and  1,0: VV  such that .,)()(),( Vyxyxyx    Then 

),( G  is called a fuzzy graph. 

Definition 2.2 [8]  Let  },,,{ 321 nxxxxV   ( non empty set) E  (parameters set) and .EA  Also let 

]1,0[: Ve such that  each Vxi   mapped to )( ie x  , where )(ee   is the  image of Ae and 

 1,0: VVe such that each Exx ji ),(  mapped to ),( jie xx , where )(ee    is the   image 

of Ae , then the pair  ),(),,(  AA  is called a fuzzy soft graph if and only if 

Aexxxx jeiejie  )()(),(  and nji ,3,2,1,    is denoted by  .,VAG  

Definition2.3 [8] The underlying crisp graph of a fuzzy soft graph  ),(),,(,  AAG VA   is denoted by 

    ,G ,where  }0)(;{ EesomeforxVx iei   and 

 }0),(;),{( EesomeforxxVVxx jieji   . 
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Definition2.4 [7] A fuzzy soft graph VAG , is called a complete fuzzy soft graph if 

Aexxxxxx jijeiejie   ,,)()(),(   and is denoted by .
,VAGK  

Definition2.5 [7] Let  VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph. Then the order of VAG ,  is defined as  

 
 
















Ae Vx

ieVA

i

xGO )()( ,   and size of VAG ,  is defined as  
 
















Ae Vxx

jieVA

ji

xxGS
,

, ),()(  and the 

degree of a vertex  ix  is defined as  
 
















Ae xxVx

jieiG

jij

VA
xxxd ),()()( ,

  . 

Definition 2.6[3] Degree of a fuzzy soft graph VAG , is defined as };)({max
,,

VxxdD iiGG VAVA
 . 

Definition 2.7[3] A fuzzy soft graph VAG , is said to be regular fuzzy soft graph if the fuzzy graph corresponding 

to each parameter Ae  is a regular fuzzy graph. 

Definition 2.8[3] A fuzzy soft graph VAG ,  without fuzzy soft loops and fuzzy soft multiple edges is called a fuzzy 

soft simple graph. 

Definition 2.9 [3] An  FSG is said to be isolated if  AeExxxx jijie  ,),(0),( . 

Definition 2.10[3] Two fuzzy soft vertices are said to be adjacent if they are connecting by a fuzzy soft edge and 

two fuzzy soft edges are said to be adjacent if they are incident on a common fuzzy soft vertex. 

Definition 2.11[3] The complement of a FSG VAG , is defined as )),(),,((
____

,

__

 AAG VA  where 

}.&),()()()(),( ,

__

AeExxxxxxxx jijiejeiejie     

Definition2.12[3]Neighborhood of a vertex is defined as )()()({)( , jeiejieji xxxxVxxN    

}Ae . 

Definition 2.13[3]  Let  VAG ,  be an FSG. 
 

&}|)(min{)( )(, ,
VxxdG iiGVA VA

   

}.|)(max{)( )(, ,
VxxdG iiGVA VA

  

Definition 2.14[3]  Let  VAG ,  be an FSG. 
 

)( iN xd  is the fuzzy soft cardinality of ).( ixN  

Definition 2.15[3]  Let  VAG ,  be an FSG. 
 

&}|)(min{)( , VxxdG iiNVAN    

}.|)(max{)( , VxxdG iiNVAN   

Definition 2.16[4] Let  VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph and let  ix  and jx  be two vertices of VAG , .  If   

)()(),( jeiejie xxxx    for each parameter  Ae  and, then we say that ix  dominates jx  in VAG ,

. A subset S  of V  is called a fuzzy soft dominating set if for every ,SVx j   there exist a vertex  Sxi   

such that  ix dominates jx . 

The minimum scalar cardinality of S is called the fuzzy soft domination number and is denoted by ).( ,VAfs G

The scalar cardinality of a fuzzy soft subset S of V is .)( 
 















Ae Sx

ie

i

x  

Definition 2.17[4] A fuzzy dominating set S  is called an independent dominating set  if S   is independent. 

 

III.  Strong Fuzzy Soft Dominating (SFSD) set &  Weak Fuzzy Soft Dominating (WFSD) set 

 

Definition 3.1 Let  VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph and let  ix  and jx  be any two vertices of VAG , .  If   

)()(),( jeiejie xxxx    for each parameter  Ae  and )()( , iG xd
VA

 )()( , jG xd
VA

 then we say that  

ix  strongly dominates jx  in VAG , . Similarly if )()(),( jeiejie xxxx    for each parameter  Ae  
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and )()( , iG xd
VA

 )()( , jG xd
VA

,then we say that  ix  weakly dominates jx  in VAG , . A subset  S  of V  is said 

to be a strong(weak) fuzzy soft  dominating set if for every vertex in SV  is strongly (weakly) dominated by 

at least one vertex in .S The minimum cardinality of a minimal strong(weak) fuzzy soft  dominating set is called 

strong (weak) fuzzy soft domination number and is denoted by  .)()( ,, VAwfsVAsfs GG   

Theorem 3.2 In any complete fuzzy soft graph, the following inequality holds 

  ).()( ,, VAsfsVAwfs GG    

Proof :  Let  VAG ,  be a complete fuzzy soft graph. 

Case(i): suppose for all ,Vxi   )( ie x  are equal. Since VAG ,  
is a complete fuzzy soft graph, 

.,)()(),( VxxandAexxxx jijeiejie     

So .)(),( VxandAexxx iiejie     

Hence 



Ae

ie

Ae

ieVAsfsVAwfs xxGG )()()()( ,,  . 

Case(ii): Suppose for all ,Vxi  )( ie x  are not equal for each Ae . But we know that in a complete fuzzy 

soft graph, any one of the vertex dominates all other vertices. If the degree of that vertex is the least one, then the 

dominating set with that vertex is the weak fuzzy soft dominating set and the weak fuzzy soft domination number  





Ae

ieVAwfs xG )()( ,   and clearly the strong fuzzy soft dominating set has a vertex other than the least 

degree vertex set and so the strong fuzzy soft domination number is strictly greater than the weak fuzzy soft 

domination number. 

That is ).()( ,, VAsfsVAwfs GG   From cases (i) and (ii), we get ).()( ,, VAsfsVAwfs GG  
 

Corollary:3.3 (i) For a regular fuzzy soft graph and totally regular fuzzy soft graph, ).()( ,, VAsfsVAwfs GG    

    (ii) For any fuzzy soft graph )()( ,, VAsfsVAwfs GG    or ).()( ,, VAsfsVAwfs GG  
 

Theorem: 3.4 If VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph of order )( ,VAGO , 

(i) ).()()()( ,,,, VAVAVAsfsVAfs GGOGG    

(ii) ).()()()( ,,,, VAVAVAwfsVAfs GGOGG    

Proof: From the definition of fuzzy soft domination number and strong fuzzy soft domination number, we get 

).()( ,, VAsfsVAfs GG   Also we have  
 
















Ae Vx

ieVA

i

xGO )()( ,   and 

}.|)(max{)( )(, ,
VxxdG iiGVA VA

 So )()( ,, VAVA GGO  is the sum of the degrees of the vertices 

in VAG , excluding the maximum degree of a vertex. Thus we get ).()()( ,,, VAVAVAsfs GGOG   

Combining above relations we get ).()()()( ,,,, VAVAVAsfsVAfs GGOGG     

In similar way we get )()( ,, VAwfsVAfs GG   and )()( ,, VAVA GGO  is the sum of the degrees of the 

vertices in VAG , excluding the minimum degree of a vertex. So ).()()( ,,, VAVAVAwfs GGOG  
 

Hence we get (ii).
 

 

IV. Independent Fuzzy soft domination 

 

 Definition ;3.4 A fuzzy soft dominating set S  is called an independent fuzzy soft dominating set if S  is 

independent. An independent fuzzy soft dominating set is said to be a maximal independent fuzzy soft dominating 

set if there is no proper independent fuzzy soft dominating set. An IFSD set S  is said to be a maximum 

independent fuzzy soft dominating set if there is no IFSD set 'S  such that |||'| SS   . The minimum scalar 

cardinality of a minimum independent fuzzy soft dominating set is called independent fuzzy domination number 

and is denoted by ).( ,VAifs G  
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Remark : 3.5For any fuzzy soft graph ).()( ,, VAifsVAfs GG    

Theorem : 3.6 For any strong fuzzy soft graph VAG , without isolated vertices then 

ifsfs

VAVA GGO
 



2

)()( ,,
. 

Proof: Let S be a fuzzy soft dominating set with t elements. Since every element of SV  is adjacent to some 

element in S , 



t

i

VAfsi GxdSV
1

, )()(||    

 )()( ,, VAfsfsVA GGO    

           fsVAVA GGO 2)()( ,, 
 

           fs

VAVA GGO





2

)()( ,,

 

But we have for any fuzzy soft graph ).()( ,, VAifsVAfs GG    

Hence .
2

)()( ,,

ifsfs

VAVA GGO
 


  

 

V. Independent Strong( Weak) Fuzzy soft domination 

 

Definition: 3.7 )}()({ ,VANiNiN GxdVxV    and )}()({ ,VANiNiN GxdVxV   are the 

minimum and maximum neighborhood vertex degree of a fuzzy soft graph. 

Definition: 3.8 Subset S of V of a fuzzy soft graph VAG , is said to be independent if no two vertices  of S  are 

adjacent for each parameter  Ae   . 

Definition: 3.9 Let  VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph and let  ix  and jx  be two vertices of VAG , .  If  )()( , iG xd
VA

 

)()( , jG xd
VA

 and for each parameter  Ae   ix  and jx  are independently dominated,  then we say that  ix  

independently strong dominates jx  in VAG , . Similarly if  )()( , iG xd
VA

 )()( , jG xd
VA

 and for each parameter  

Ae  and ix  and jx  are independently dominated ,then we say that  ix  independently weak dominates jx  in 

VAG , .  A subset  S  of V  is said to be an independent strong(weak) fuzzy soft  dominating [IS(W)FSD] set if 

for every vertex in SV  is  independently strong (weak) dominated by at least one vertex in .S The minimum 

cardinality of a minimal independent strong(weak) fuzzy soft  dominating set is called independent strong (weak) 

fuzzy soft domination number and is denoted by  .)()( ,, VAiwfsVAisfs GG   

Lemma: 3.10If VAG , is a fuzzy soft graph and S is an IWFSD subset of VAG , , then .  NVS   

Proof: Let )}.()({ ,VANiNiNi GxdVxVx    If Sx i then clearly .  NVS Otherwise 

since S is an IWFSD subset, there exist a vertex Sx j such that for each parameter  Ae  and ix  and jx  

are independent and )()( )()( ,, jGiG xdxd
VAVA

 )()( jNiN xdxd  but ).()( ,VANiN Gxd 
 

 
There fore ).()( jNiN xdxd 

 

.NjNj VSxVx   Hence .  NVS   

Theorem: 3.11 For a fuzzy soft graph VAG , , ).()()( ,,, VANVAVAiwfs GGOG      

Proof: Let S be an IWFSD set of VAG , . Then by above lemma .  NVS Let .Ni VSx   Since S is 

independent )()( ii xNVSxNS     

fsifs xNVS |)(|||   

).()(||)( ,,, VANVAfsVAiwfs GGOSG   Hence proved. 
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Theorem: 3.12 Let VAG ,  be a fuzzy soft graph, then )()()( ,,, VANVAVAiwfs GGOG     if and only if 

)( ixNV  is independent for every .Ni Vx   

Proof: Suppose  )()()( ,,, VANVAVAiwfs GGOG   . To prove )( ixNV   is independent for every 

.Ni Vx  Assume on the contrary that )( ixNV  is dependent and choose ][ ixNR   and }.{ ixS  If 

,SR  choose RVx j   and set ][][ ji xNxNR   and }.{}{ ji xxS  Repeat this process until  

.SR   From this process we get an IWFSD set of cardinality atmost .)()()( ,, 



Ae

ieVANVA xGGO   

But this is a contradiction to our assumption that )()()( ,,, VANVAVAiwfs GGOG   . There fore 

)( ixNV  must be an independent set. 

Conversely suppose that )( ixNV  is independent for every .Ni Vx    

To prove )()()( ,,, VANVAVAiwfs GGOG   . Assume that S  be a minimum IWFSD set. Then 

  NVS  ,by above theorem. Let .Ni VSx  since ,Sxi  .)(  ixNS  But we know that 

)( ixNV  is independent for every .Ni Vx 
 

This implies that )( ixNVS  

)()()( ,,, VANVAVAiwfs GGOG   . Hence the theorem.  

 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper we defined new concepts such as Strong (weak)  fuzzy soft domination , Strong (weak) fuzzy soft 

domination number, independent domination, independent domination number, independent strong(weak)fuzzy 

soft domination , independent strong(weak) fuzzy soft domination number and proved some theorems related to 

this. These concepts are very useful for solving wide range of problems.  
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